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THINKING IN CIRCLES ABOUT OBESITY
By
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July 22-24th 2009 , 
 DM Problem
l ll l d k Energy Ba . Equ: Reigning Inte ectua  Para igm or Straitjac et
 Places to Intervene in Systems: Leverage
 Personal Health Decision support  
 Not Automating… Obliterating
“How Does a Nice Guy Like You Get Involved in this ?”
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“How Does a Nice Guy Like You Get Involved in this ?”
 In managing our health—and our bodies—we are decision 
makers who are managing a truly complex and dynamic system
 Recent advances in medicine have made the task more         
complex, not less.
 Most obese individuals attempting to lose weight do so 
themselves without seeking professional,   .
 Heretofore, public policy driven by the belief: ‘‘if you inform 
them… they will change.’’
Knowledge restructuring not knowledge accretion  …   
 Understanding not enough
We’ll need PhDs to the masses
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That’s Personal Health Decision support
It is NOT just Automating… It’s Obliterating
 Expanding repertoire of IT enabling enormous opportunities for 
empowering people with tools for personal health management. 
 To-date, however, most applications are electronic 
reincarnations of “legacy” tools. 
 We need to stop...   paving the cow paths!
Instead of embedding outdated models in silicon and software, 
we should obliterate them and start over.
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 In managing our health—and our bodies—we are decision 
makers who are managing a truly complex and dynamic system
All human decisions are based on models,
usually mental models
W lik t thi k th t ll dj t d i di id l l ti l e e o n  a  we -a us e  n v ua s possess re a ve y 
accurate mental models of themselves, their environment
 Mental models are only simplified abstractions and are often
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incomplete, reflecting a world that is only partially understood 
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Historically energy regulation was simple:




PhysiologyEnergy In Energy Out
Environment
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People instinctively believe that the body’s regulatory system strives to 
maintain stability at some “natural” body weight, defending against both 
weight loss and weight gain.
Historically energy regulation was simple:
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People instinctively believe that the body’s regulatory system strives to 
maintain stability at some “natural” body weight, defending against both 
weight loss and weight gain… body’s E reg is symmetric.
Balance arose from  




Energy In Energy Out
Physiology
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We changed our Environment...
Behavi
or
Energy In Energy Out
Physiology
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We changed our Environment...
and now our environment is changing us
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• Like our genes/physiology… our mental models 
did not change  
• It’s why we may be all at risk
Transforming Prevention from a Spectator Sport to a 
“Contact” Sport 
 People’s perceptions of personal risk are a key determinant to self-
protective behavior 
d l h d f l d k Tra itiona  approac  : isseminate assessments o  popu ation-wi e ris  
information about the disease or health hazard
E en hen ecei ed/belie ed people ma not ecogni e the isk as v  w  r v v ,  y  r z   r   
personally relevant
 Thanks to our formidable arsenal of defensive psychological routines        
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Human reasoning involves 2 different kinds of cognitive processes:         
looking backward to understand, and looking forward to predict 
People need help to
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Look back... And to Look forward 
The Energy Balance Equation:
Reigning Intellectual Paradigm or Straitjacket?
The Magic Number 
Instructions in self help diet and weight loss books go  -    -    
something like this: 
“To lose one pound of body fat,
d 3 500 k l ”
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rop ,  ca ....

The Energy Balance Equation:
Reigning Intellectual Paradigm or Straitjacket?
 It is a linear model, static, unbounded—and just plain wrong
 Legacy of earlier times when we were computationally poor
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 We rely on models to: (1) Understand; (2) Predict
The Energy Balance Equation:
Reigning Intellectual Paradigm or Straitjacket?
 It is a linear model. Also static, unbounded—and just plain wrong
 Legacy of earlier times when we were computationally poor
EBE MisMis
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 We rely on models to: (1) Understand; (2) Predict^^
This picture is enormously seductive
Behavi
or
PhysiologyEnergy In Energy Out
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Seductive yes… but misleading
Behavi
or
PhysiologyEnergy In Energy Out
 The two limbs of energy balance are physiologically linked, interacting in 
complex ways and often compensating for each other
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 Human bioenergetics belongs to the class of multi-loop nonlinear feedback 
systems
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 Human bioenergetics belongs to the class of multi-loop nonlinear feedback 
systems
A complex of nested feedback processes at multiple levels:
o Homeostatic processes at the physiologic level
o Between the physiologic and the behavioral and     , 
o Between people and their external environment
Environment
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To think straight about systems…
is to think in circles. I mean this literally.
Food and beverage companies argue that they create new 
products in response to consumer demand and that (offering) 
choice is what a free society is all about 
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To think straight about systems…
is to think in circles. I mean this literally.
 From health industry’s perspective, the food industry is the real culprit. 
 It is more than a misnomer to suggest that it’s simply a person's freely-
chosen “lifestyle” to eat high-fat energy-dense fast foods when
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healthier foods are much more expensive or all-together unavailable. 
To think straight about systems…
is to think in circles. I mean this literally.
 More compete statement of causality… Influence is mutual rather than one-way. 
 The consumer responds to lower prices, convenience, and variety by increasing 
consumption of those foods Æ This fuels growth and innovation Æ more 
attractive products that are attractively priced and that are offered at more
© Tarek K. Abdel-Hamid
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 ,    ,       
locations Æ further increase demand. 
Cooking/Food Prep 
Skills
More parents rely on convenience food Æ less opportunity children 
have to acquire food-preparation skills Æ more dependent they, in turn, 
b i f d h t t li i th iecome on conven ence oo s w en s ar  v ng on e r own.
Location, Location, Location:
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Policy Resistance in Social Systems
Policy Resistance in Social Systems
“Hybrid technology ended up be-ing used in much the same way as earlier efficiency 
innovations: to satisfy the unwavering American appetite for room and zoom”                              
(New York Times, Wald, 2005). 
Location, Location, Location:
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Location, Location, Location:
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Effective Control of a Complex Dynamic System requires 
2 essential cognitive skills
 The operator’s ability to develop an adequate model of the 
system
 The ability to ”run” the model
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Effective Control of a Complex Dynamic System requires 
2 essential cognitive skills
 The operator’s ability to develop an adequate model of the 
system
 The ability to ”run” the model
A perfect operator model without a capability to run it is of little              
practical utility
d l f k h ll fl Pre iction essentia  i  DM is to now ow actions wi  in uence 
system
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 The 2 skills are needed together.
While with simple systems... Prediction can be intuited
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new
With complex systems... often cannot
(1) (2)
(3)
 Discerning dynamic behavior of individual loops in isolation can be reasonably 
obvious, but figuring out the behavior of multi-loop system tricky. 
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With complex systems... often cannot
People need tools
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Why not do what engineers/pilots do ?
Engineers/pilots have long ago learned to use computer models to           
learn about the behavior of complex nonlinear systems
 Health, precisely the setting where complexities are most problematic 
and where the stakes are highest.
 The concern is often stated that the average person’s knowledge and 
skill is grossly insufficient for properly using models of a system as            
complex as the human body.
 But what justification can there be for the apparent assumption that 
people do not know enough to use models of their health, but believe 
that they do know enough to di-rectly intervene?
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          —      
and Internet browser—a customized health flight simulator for each 
member of the family… virtual twin for each.
MSOffice1
Slide 43
MSOffice1 With personal computers in almost every home, it is not much of a stretch to foresee a near future where most of these home 
computers will have—in addition to the word processor and the Internet browser—a customized health flight simulator for each 
member of the family. A personal health simulator would allow each of us to have, in essence, an imaginary “virtual twin” with which 
to predict the state of our health under different lifestyle scenarios and/or health interventions.  Unlike the typical population-wide 
stats, this “intimate” tool would help us understand how we might develop a health problem and which behavior or personal attributes 
we might change to prevent it (R43). Furthermore, the specificity of individualized tools would go a long way toward breaking down 
our defensive biases—such as that pervasive illusion of unique invulnerability (Taylor and Brown, 1988). 
 , 7/22/2009
PHDs for the Masses...
That’s Personal Health Decision support 
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PHDs for the Masses...
That’s Personal Health Decision support 
New generation of Dynamic tools:
 More accurate
 More Personal
 Mass Customization taking root in a wide range of industries
 Consumers expecting it in many things they do now… now it needs to 
happen in health
 One-size-fits-all legacy of older times when we computationally poor




System Dynamics’ Model Interface
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Experiment 1:
Reality versus Fiction in Assessing Weight Loss
Accuracy matters. Repeated failures to attain expected weight-loss 
targets often leads to loss of self-efficacy. 
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Experimental Subject
 Overweight sedentary male
Initial total weight of 220 pounds (100 kg) and 25 percent body             
fat.
 At six feet (1.83 meters) tall, his body mass index (BMI) is 30
 SS average daily dietary input: 3,400 kcal. 
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Experiment 1:
Reality versus Fiction in Assessing Weight Loss
 Accuracy matters
The simplistic linear    
estimate over-estimates 
weight loss by 4.8 kg— 63 
% more than the actual     
7.75 kg loss over the 22-
week period.
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Experiment 1:
Reality versus Fiction in Assessing Weight Loss
 Accuracy matters
 The simplistic linear estimate 
over-estimates weight loss by    
4.8 kg— 63 % more than the 
actual 7.75 kg loss over the 22-
week period.
 Using a simplistic energy 
balance equation may help sell 
more diet books, but it will 
inevitably lead to spurious 
predictions of treatment 
outcomes. 
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Looking Inside the White Box
























Drops in the 3 Components of Energy
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Going Ballistic—on a Diet
Accuracy matters. 
Most people manage their bodies ballistically
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Most people manage their bodies ballistically
Setting a weight-loss target, calculating a diet’s caloric deficit, 
and launching. 
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• To sustain a constant rate of weight loss the caloric deficit must 
progressively increase over time...  Not by a little, but by a significant amount. 
• By the 12th week, the daily caloric deficit almost doubles
Experiment 2:
Why 250 lbs ≠ 250 lbs
 Obese patients are not a single homogenous group—however 
similar they may look 
 Dynamic dimensions, as well static
D i t h th ti hi t f i ht i ynam c aspec s—suc  as e me s ory o  we g  ga n—
imply that, for the same individual, response to treatment can 
change over time. 
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Subject "A" Subject "B"
W
e
• After 3 months on same diet: “A” loses 5.68 kg, “B” loses only 3.04 kg                
•“A’s” elevated REE level (as a result of his recent overfeeding behavior) 
h hi REE t ( t 10 73 MJ/d ) t t hi h th “B’ ” ( tpus es s  ra e a  .  ay  en-percen  g er an s  a  
9.71 MJ/day) 
114 kg  ≠  114 kg  ≠  114 kg!

























Subject "A" Subject "B" Subject "C"
Like “B”, “C” has been chronically overweight at 114 kg. But, unlike both “A” and “B,” 
who have similar body composition, C’s percent FM is higher at 40 %.
PHDs for the Masses...
That’s Personal Health Decision support 
New generation of Dynamic tools:
 More accurate
 More Personal
 250 lbs ≠ 250 lbs
 More Discriminate
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PHDs for the Masses...
That’s Personal Health Decision support 
New generation of Dynamic tools:
 More accurate
 More Personal
 250 lbs ≠ 250 lbs
 More Discriminate
 500 kcal ≠ 500 kcal 
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The Second Flowering 
 Historians have called the late 19th century the time of the 
“great flowering of medicine.”
 Today, we may be on the verge of a second flowering
 Personalized medicine
 Not just overcoming disease but develop our capacities so our human   ,        
potential finds its optimal expression. 
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All the Pieces are in Place
 Technology-based transformative leaps rarely arise from the 
budding of a single great idea or invention. 
The DC 3 was the first
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 -     
airplane able to support 
itself economically as well 
as aerodynamically
All the Pieces are in Place
 Technology-based transformative leaps rarely arise from the 
budding of a single great idea or invention. 
The DC 3 was the first
5 innovations
R di l i l d i R t t bl l di
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 -     
airplane able to support 
itself economically as well 
as aerodynamically
o a a  a r-coo e  eng nes    o e rac a e an ng gear
o Monocoque bodies       o Wing flaps     o Variable-pitch propellers
The Pieces are in Place
 (1) Advances in molecular biology... expanding our 
understanding of the fundamental processes that underlie how 
the body works... different bodies
 (2) Advances in systems and computational sciences... allowing 
us to mathematically model and predict these processes
 (3) Ubiquitous computing systems and intelligent sensors that       
can sense, analyze and communicate the physiologic data 
needed to personalize these models.
 (4) Internet provides the infrastructure to efficiently and ...       
economically deliver these capabilities to large numbers of 
people.
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Not Automating… Obliterating
 The shift from “Industrial” to “Information-Age Health Care” will 
involve much more than using our fancy technology to 
t t ld f d i b iau oma e o  ways o  o ng us ness
 The great advances in systems sciences, medicine, and 
computer technology, offer us enormous opportunities for 
empowering people with tools for personal health management
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Not Automating… Obliterating
 The shift from “Industrial” to “Information-Age Health Care” will 
involve much more than using our fancy technology to 
t t ld f d i b iau oma e o  ways o  o ng us ness
 We should obliterate them and start over
 The great advances in systems sciences, medicine, and 
computer technology, offer us enormous opportunities for 
empowering people with tools for personal health management
 It is truly a new age in health care.
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